Ether10.Genius was presented as a field instrument to install, approve and verify the new synchronization networks used not only on LTE but also in other industries.

The Best of Interop Awards recognize manufacturers that have made significant technological advancements in specific areas. The winners in Testing represent the products that INTEROP judges believe have the most significant technical impact on their segment and are helping to move technology forward.

Ether10.Genius is the smallest double-port 10GbE tester with a built-in Rubidium clock designed to install and maintain Power Utilities and Telecom networks using SyncE, PTP, T1/E1, C37.94 and Datacom. Ether10Genius is equipped with all the features field engineers need to turn-up and troubleshoot new LTE networks because it supports IP/Ethernet transmission protocols up 10Gb/s, and SyncE / PTP capable to emulate Master/Slave and measure/generate Wander in ALL the interfaces and phase accuracy by means of MTIE, TDEC, TE, FPR,

About ALBEDO telecom: Since its foundation, we have always been innovating in the fields of synchronization, networking and testing. ALBEDO has thousands of customers in the five continents including Telecom Operators, Power Utilities, Manufacturers, R+D centers, Universities, and Military Forces.
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ALBEDO Telecom – Discover the seven reason why we continue manufacturing in our premises.